Strategy for Modeling the Electrostatic Responses of the Spectroscopic Properties of Proteins.
For better understanding and more efficient use of the spectroscopic probes (vibrational and NMR) of the local electrostatic situations inside proteins, appropriate modeling of the properties of those probes is essential. The present study is devoted to examining the strategy for constructing such models. A more well-founded derivation than the ones in previous studies is given in constructing the models. Theoretical analyses are conducted on two representative example cases related to proteins, i.e., the peptide group of the main chains and the CO and NO ligands to the Fe2+ ion of heme, with careful treatment of the behavior of electrons in the electrostatic responses and with verification of consistency with observable quantities. It is shown that, for the stretching frequencies and NMR chemical shifts, it is possible to construct reasonable electrostatic interaction models that encompass the situations of hydration and uniform electric field environment and thus are applicable also to the cases of nonuniform electrostatic situations, which are highly expected for inside of proteins.